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When the Miami Drug Court opened its doors in 1989, it launched a dramatic shift in how courts respond to the criminal behavior of drug-addicted defendants. By combining treatment with close judicial supervision, the drug court model offers a new alternative to the unproductive and costly cycle of addiction, crime and incarceration. Unlike conventional courts, the success of drug courts is measured not by how quickly they process cases, how many convictions they produce, or how much jail time defendants receive; but on achieving tangible impacts—less drug use and crime, gains in employment and education, improved mental and physical health, and cost savings from diverting offenders away from jail and prison. Their vast potential has led to a stunning national expansion—over 1,300 drug courts in early 2005, less than 15 years after the Miami program enrolled its first defendant.

To test their performance, early drug court evaluations primarily focused on the bottom line: did they work? Most evaluations found that drug courts, while not a cure-all, produce meaningful reductions in re-offending compared with conventional prosecution. The combination of favorable results and massive, ongoing efforts to open new drug courts nationwide has now spawned an urgent set of second-generation questions focusing less on whether drug courts work and more on how and for whom, along with how they might work better. These are “action research” questions. Action research focuses less on evaluating bottom-line success and more on providing feedback that can improve everyday program quality. Among the topics that drug court action researchers are currently investigating are:

**Target population** Which categories of participants (e.g., based on drug use and treatment history, criminal history, charges, socioeconomic variables, mental health, or other factors) are especially likely to benefit from drug court? Are today’s programs reaching and enrolling the ideal target population?

**Program components** How important is each component of the drug court model (e.g., team approach, treatment, case management, judicial supervision, rewards, and sanctions)? How is each component best administered?

**Quality of treatment** Which treatment modalities are most appropriate for different categories of participants, and are such modalities widely available? How can
drug courts better monitor the quality of the treatment services on which they depend?

**Drug court retention and graduation**  How long should drug court participants be retained in the program in order to benefit from the intervention? What steps can be taken to improve retention? How important is drug court retention and graduation in achieving positive long-term outcomes?

The answers to these questions can be used by drug court practitioners to refine their practices and apply resources more wisely. States engaged in large-scale institutionalization efforts can incorporate known best practices into statewide drug court protocols. Indeed, action research may be critical to the long-term sustainability of drug courts. Without understanding which of the key drug court components have the greatest impact, and which categories of participants will benefit most, newer drug courts coping with fewer resources and lacking the charismatic leadership of early pioneering judges may not know which parts of the model must be preserved intact—and which can be tinkered with. This may lead the success of drug courts to slip hand-in-hand with institutionalization.

Although the early 2000s have seen the completion of many valuable studies, some of the most interesting results have yet to be widely disseminated. This paper synthesizes some of the more revealing national findings and highlights areas where we need to know more. Although findings discussed here typically required extensive data collection and evaluation expertise, drug courts can also do a great deal on their own, with modest investments in data collection and analysis. A companion paper discusses how local drug courts can start their own action research program, using simple and easy-to-collect data to answer practical questions about their volume, participant characteristics, and performance. This paper provides a broader context by focusing on general lessons learned.

**The Drug Court Model: What Are We Evaluating?**

What do drug court evaluations typically report? In most examples to date, the evaluation found that drug court participants (including both graduates and failures) had lower recidivism rates than similar defendants prosecuted with conventional methods. Some evaluations have considered other outcomes, such as drug use, employment, health care, time spent in jail and prison, or cost savings; but most have examined effects on recidivism alone—mainly because the availability of official criminal justice records makes recidivism analyses the easiest and least costly to implement.

As important as it is to know that drug courts reduce recidivism, this is not nearly enough. The figure on the next page illustrates how little we learn merely from knowing that a drug court, in its totality, reduced re-offending. More helpful at this point would be research telling us which specific drug court components made the greatest difference in producing successful outcomes, and which, if any, made no difference. Perhaps a drug court receiving a positive evaluation would have been equally effective with a model excluding rewards and sanctions; or excluding case management; or
excluding treatment while relying only on court-based judicial supervision. Or perhaps the drug court would have produced even better results if certain policies were administered differently, for example if in-court interactions with the judge were longer or more probing; or if more effective treatment modalities were used; or if drug testing was more frequent. Consider just a few of the specific components that are believed to underlie drug court success (see the third column in the figure):

**Early Identification** Drug court participants are believed to be most receptive to change at the “crisis moment” of the arrest (or outset of the case); hence potential participants should be identified, assessed, and placed in treatment as rapidly as possible.

**Community-Based Treatment** Effective substance abuse treatment modalities are believed to exist that can promote sobriety; hence drug courts should match participants to appropriate community-based residential or outpatient treatment programs. However, the “science” of treatment-matching is not very well-developed; there is little evidence indicating which treatment interventions work best and with which populations.

**Legal Coercion** Drug court participants are believed to be retained in treatment at higher rates than those entering voluntarily because drug courts offer concrete legal incentives to do well—namely, the prospects of a charge reduction or case dismissal in the event of graduating and jail or prison in the event of failing.
Judicial Supervision  Through regular status hearings before the drug court judge, in which the judge engages in direct conversation with the participant about progress and setbacks, the judge is thought to play an instrumental role in promoting sobriety.

Rewards and Sanctions  Drug courts are believed to encourage progress by applying a continuum of intermediate sanctions and rewards; sanctions are thought to be most effective when applying principles of certainty (each infraction receives a sanction), celerity (sanctions are imposed as soon as possible after the infraction occurs), and severity (sanctions rise in severity in response to repeat infractions and consider the severity of the behavior).

Team Approach  Drug courts are believed to be more effective when the parties (e.g., judge, lawyers, and clinical staff) curtail the adversarial process and work together to figure out what will best promote the recovery of each participant.

Do Drug Courts Work?

Before tackling the more challenging questions of how and for whom drug courts work, what does the literature show concerning their overall success? (See fourth column of the figure.) It is worth noting here that much of the literature to date has been plagued by methodological issues necessitating the careful interpretation of many drug court studies. For instance, in a review of the literature, Steven Belenko points to a lack of precision in defining data sources, timeframes, and measures as well as data quality issues and missing data in many studies. Additionally, several studies have relied on inappropriate comparison groups (e.g., drug court graduates compared to drug court failures; drug court participants compared to those who were found ineligible for the program) or have used no comparison group.

1. Treatment Retention  Drug court retention rates far exceed those for the general treatment population.

Retention is a key measure of program success. A one-year retention rate, for example, indicates the percentage of participants who, exactly one year after entering drug court, had either graduated or remained active in the drug court program. Earlier research finds that longer retention not only indicates success in treatment but also predicts continued future success in the form of lower post-treatment drug use and criminal offending.
Drug courts have been consistently found to produce higher retention rates than community-based treatment programs accepting a combination of voluntary and court-mandated treatment participants.\textsuperscript{6} This is believed to be due in part to the legal pressure entailed by the threat of incarceration drug court participants face in the event of failure; several studies confirm that legal coercion is a sizable force improving both short-term and long-term treatment outcomes.\textsuperscript{7}

As for hard numbers, one review estimates that drug courts nationwide have an average one-year retention rate of 60 percent.\textsuperscript{8} A study of 11 New York State drug courts found a slightly higher median one-year retention rate of 66 percent; and estimated graduation rates exceeded 50 percent in eight of 11 sites.\textsuperscript{9} On the other hand, a study of four “mentor” drug courts in other states reported an average graduation rate of only about one-third.\textsuperscript{10} Nevertheless, every one of these estimates improves considerably upon those obtained at community-based treatment programs, where many participants enter voluntarily—without the pressure of a court mandate. Nationwide, approximately half of those enrolling in outpatient treatment are retained for less than three months.\textsuperscript{11} Since attrition always increases over time, one-year retention rates across these same programs would presumably drop much lower. Indeed, focusing on therapeutic communities (involving residential treatment), one study reports one-year rates ranging from just 10-30 percent, lower than even the very worst performing drug courts.\textsuperscript{12} So drug courts have clearly achieved success in keeping addicted persons in treatment for longer than other treatment models.

2. Recidivism  
Adult drug courts significantly reduce recidivism, although the level of impact varies over time and by court.

In their comprehensive review, David Wilson and colleagues reported that 37 of 42 studies found lower recidivism rates among drug court participants than “comparison groups” composed of similar but non-participating defendants. Most of the studies defined recidivism as re-arrests, some as re-convictions. The average effect size was approximately 13 percentage points.\textsuperscript{13} Other literature reviews that considered fewer total drug court evaluations, mainly by eliminating ones with particularly weak methodologies, still reported lower recidivism rates among drug court participants than comparison group defendants in nearly all sites.\textsuperscript{14}

An important caveat to these results is that most studies only examined recidivism over a brief time frame, usually coinciding with the in-program period of active drug court participation. Only a handful extended the measurement period beyond two years after program intake. A study of the Baltimore City Treatment Court, which used a strong research design where defendants were randomly assigned either to the drug court or conventional case processing, tracked defendants over a third year and found sustained differences, with a recidivism rate that was 10 percent lower for drug court participants than the comparison group.\textsuperscript{15} Several studies have been able to isolate recidivism over a post-program period after drug court participation has ended (i.e., after the date of graduation or failure/release from incarceration). A study of six New York State drug courts, for example, reported consistent recidivism reduc-
tions over a one-year period after graduation or failure—an average 31 percent reduction in relation to the comparison group during a comparable one-year post-disposition period. When focusing on graduates alone, the impact is truly staggering—an average 71 percent reduction across the same six sites. On the other hand, drug court failures were as or more likely as comparison group defendants to re-offend. This means the benefits of the drug court accrue primarily to those who successfully complete; therefore, to have a substantial net impact when averaged across all participants, graduating a significant percentage may be extremely important. 

Overall, qualifications concerning methodology and measurement periods notwithstanding, results to date offer strong support for drug courts. Indeed, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) concluded definitively in its 2005 report that adult drug courts succeed in reducing recidivism.

3. Drug Use  
Studies show varying levels of continued drug use among drug court participants. Many comparison groups are not tested for drug use.

Few studies directly measure reductions in drug use, primarily due to the inherent difficulties in locating both drug court participants and comparison group members for follow-up interviews and urinalysis testing. In one study, participants in Maricopa County, Arizona were found less likely than defendants randomly assigned to a regular probation group to test positive for heroin or cocaine one-year after program entry; however participants were found more likely to test positive for marijuana.

Two other studies found that drug court participants were significantly less likely than comparison group defendants to use several illegal substances after a short follow-up period. The GAO aptly concluded that results are limited and mixed when it comes to effects on drug use.

4. Other Rehabilitative Outcomes  
Virtually no studies measure other outcomes such as employment, welfare dependence, and mental or physical health. Some evidence suggests that drug courts may produce modest gains in these areas.

Studies of the Baltimore City and Brooklyn drug courts detected few significant social and economic impacts, such as reductions in family, psychiatric, medical, or employment problems. However, where differences were evident, the tendency was for drug court participants to show modest relative improvement on these types of measures. Clearly, more research is needed here.

5. Cost Savings  
While few studies measure cost impacts, nearly all of the available evidence demonstrates that drug courts save money over the long-term.

Most studies considering cost savings have focused on savings to the criminal justice system (e.g., courts, corrections, probation, or prosecutors). These savings are the easiest to quantify but not necessarily the largest, as compared with others, such as reduced taxpayer-funded health care costs and emergency room visits, reduced dependence on public assistance, and savings to the community through reduced victimization costs. According to two recent reviews of the literature, nearly all complet-
ed cost studies show significant net savings. Of the completed studies, the most noteworthy are two statewide evaluations of drug courts in Washington and California. The Washington State study found savings of $3,892 per drug court participant; or savings of about $1.74 for every dollar invested. The California study reported average yearly savings of $2,000 per participant, though results varied widely across six separate drug court sites. Two California sites produced per participant savings in excess of $15,000 while, on the other end of the spectrum, one produced net costs of just over $9,000 (this was the only site that failed to save money on net). Since many of the savings stem from reductions in recidivism (the savings arise because justice system agencies do not have to deal with future cases), drug courts that achieve larger reductions in recidivism will naturally produce larger cost savings. Further, since recidivism-related savings accrue in the long-term, one should acknowledge that the immediate up-front costs to the court system of running a drug court generally exceed those of conventional case processing. Other justice system agencies, such as the District Attorney’s Office, the defense bar, or corrections may see more immediate cost efficiencies, particularly in those drug courts managing to reduce incarceration time on the initial drug court case. Still, it is clear that drug courts do not always produce a short-term budgetary payoff and should rather be viewed as an investment in the future.

6. Reduced Use of Incarceration

As an alternative to incarceration, drug courts typically aspire to reduce the time that defendants spend in jail or prison. Limited data indicates that this happens to some degree, but not always.

Some drug court critics argue that, due to the lengthy jail or prison sentences commonly imposed on drug court failures, when considering all drug court participants together, they face more severe criminal justice sanctions on average than conventional prosecution. Indeed, the study of the Baltimore drug court found that while participants spent fewer days than the comparison group in jail due to their sentence, they spent substantially more time in jail due to intermediate sanctions for noncompliant behavior. Therefore, when all time was considered, the total number of days that drug court participants spent incarcerated was only slightly lower than for the comparison group. In the New York State study, drug court participants in three of six sites averaged significantly fewer days incarcerated than the comparison group on the initial case; but participants in one court spent significantly more time incarcerated and in the final two sites, there was not a significant difference in either direction. (Of course, since drug courts reduce recidivism, it is likely that if including incarceration time served as a result of new offenses, most drug courts would ultimately achieve reductions in net jail or prison time.)

Further breaking down the results in the New York study, it bears emphasizing that drug court graduates were never incarcerated as part of their final sentence; therefore, graduates gained the full benefit of the alternative to incarceration opportunity. On the other hand, in four of six New York sites, drug court failures averaged significantly longer sentences than the comparison group. This again underscores
the critical role of drug court graduation determining whether or not participants will benefit from the intervention.

Here the evidence is more limited. The third column of the figure included above identifies 12 drug court components, of which notable evidence exists bearing on seven.

1. **Early Identification**  Those drug court participants who are identified and begin treatment quickly are more successful than those whose entry into a community-based treatment program is delayed.

   A growing body of research suggests that immediate engagement is critical. Participants engaged early in the drug court process, often measured by whether a participant actually begins attending treatment within the first 30 days after formally agreeing to enter a drug court, are more likely to be retained and to have successful long-term outcomes. Implication: Drug courts should strive to implement formal, streamlined intake procedures that can move potential participants rapidly from screening and assessment to formalization of participant status to placement in a suitable community-based treatment program. Where treatment slots are difficult to locate, or systematic delays in case processing cannot be overcome, this may hinder a drug court’s effectiveness. To compensate, strategies such as holding pre-placement groups onsite at the drug court may help to keep participants engaged while they wait for a community-based treatment slot to become available.

2. **Treatment**  Some contend that treatment per se does not contribute to the overall effectiveness of drug courts and that, instead, judicial supervision makes the greatest difference. Contrary to this position, evidence indicates that treatment can make a difference; but little is known about the relative impact of different treatment modalities; or about which modalities are most appropriate for different categories of participants.

   In the drug court world, while it may be sacrilege to label treatment as irrelevant, Mark Kleiman believes that the limited scope and duration of the drug court coupled with high costs ultimately restrict the potential impact of this intervention. Therefore, in the interest of achieving the most comprehensive impacts, Kleiman argues that the drug court model could be replaced with a bare-bones approach requiring substance abstinence reinforced through drug screening and guaranteed sanctions for noncompliant behavior—but excluding a requirement of attendance in community-based treatment. Others respond that treatment itself is essential. Many studies (though not specifically of drug court participants) confirm that more time in treatment leads to more positive post-treatment outcomes on measures such as drug use, criminal activity, and employment. The Baltimore drug court study confirms that participants who completed more total days in treatment reported less illegal drug use than others three years after program entry.

   While the literature confirms that treatment is important, it is unclear whether drug courts use the most effective treatment modalities and programs. What is
known is that practices vary widely. For example, across 11 New York State drug courts, the percentage of participants initially referred to a residential treatment program ranged from 1 percent to 53 percent.30 In part, this variation reflects the desire of some drug courts to keep participants in the community, rather than sending them to a residential facility.

Not only do practices between courts vary; information concerning “best practices” is limited. For example:

- What modality is most appropriate for different categories of participants (e.g., severely addicted heroin users, young marijuana users, or addicted women with children)?

- How much treatment is ideal—and do drug courts that require treatment stays well in excess of one year encounter a point of diminishing returns? (In recent years, several drug court researchers, including one of this article’s coauthors, have suggested that it may be counterproductive to keep participants enrolled for too long before allowing them to graduate.)

- Within each basic type of modality (e.g., residential, short-term rehabilitation, or outpatient), are quality treatment services available? Are treatment providers using methods found to be therapeutically effective? How can drug court staff assess the quality of available treatment?

- Do variations in treatment program quality tangibly affect participant outcomes?

From a comprehensive review of the treatment literature, Faye Taxman synthesizes existing treatment knowledge and recommends certain specific practices (e.g., cognitive behavioral approaches, matching defendants to appropriate programs, and clinical assessments) as crucial to successful outcomes.31 At the same time, Taxman laments that treatment programs serving drug court participants tend to spend relatively little time—less than 20 percent in one study—addressing clinical issues with an approach known to be effective.32 Several other researchers participating in a recent roundtable discussion echoed concerns that programs available to drug courts did not generally use the most effective of available modalities.33 And drug court participants themselves criticized the quality of their treatment in several recent focus groups.34 While it is debatable how much control drug courts can actually exert over treatment administered in community-based programs, these findings at least raise concerns about whether drug court effectiveness might be greater if the average quality of treatment was improved.

3. Legal Coercion  Legal coercion can increase the incentive for drug court participants to succeed.

As discussed previously, part of the success of drug courts in retaining partici-
pants is believed to stem from the legal coercion entailed by the threat of incarceration for failing. Further, some evidence indicates that added amounts of legal coercion within drug courts can produce incrementally better outcomes. For instance, presumably because of the added leverage that results when participants are required to plead guilty in advance of participation, drug courts using “post-plea” as opposed to “pre-plea” models may be more effective. One study of a court-mandated treatment program (not a drug court per se) confirmed that the program’s one-year retention rate rose by 10 percent (64 percent to 74 percent) after switching from a pre-plea to post-plea model. Also, comparing different post-plea situations, a study of the Brooklyn Treatment Court found that participants facing a progressively longer jail or prison sentence in the event of failing were increasingly likely to become engaged in treatment. However, the recent statewide study in New York found less strongly supportive evidence for this relationship across a range of drug courts, and the Baltimore study did not confirm this relationship at all. A study of the Las Vegas drug court similarly found that clients entering the drug court post-plea performed worse than pre-plea clients, but the authors believed this may be due to a higher risk clientele entering the court post-plea. Thus while the coercive aspects common to all drug courts are effective when compared with voluntary treatment, further research is needed to clarify under what conditions extra levels of coercion produce added value in terms of additional improvements in participant outcomes.

In this regard, the work of Doug Young and Steven Belenko is highly suggestive. In one study, they found that treatment retention rates varied as a direct result of variation on four distinct legal coercion dimensions: (1) **information** (degree to which program rules and consequences of noncompliance were clearly communicated to participants); (2) **monitoring** (degree to which compliance was closely monitored through regular progress reports to the court and other means); (3) **enforcement** (degree to which noncompliant participants could expect to be rapidly caught, brought back to court, and face consistent consequences); and (4) **severity** (length of the resulting jail or prison sentence or other consequence). Further, this research suggests that legal coercion becomes more effective when coupled with clear communications by justice system authorities that reinforce participants’ impression that failure will elicit adverse consequences. This reinforcement creates a perception of coercion, which in turn mediates the relationship between the court’s objective mandate on one hand and the resulting compliance outcomes on the other. For example, the dimension of “severity” is not measured merely by the objective facts of what will happen if participants fail but by participant perceptions of how much jail or prison time or what other consequence they will face. **Implication:** Drug courts should convey clearly, frequently, and specifically to participants exactly what will happen if they graduate (case dismissal or other legal benefit) and what will happen if they fail (how much jail time they will have to serve); and should convey the nature of the court’s monitoring and enforcement efforts to detect and address noncompliance.
4. Judicial Supervision  

Ongoing judicial supervision by the drug court judge works with “high-risk” drug court participants.

Research suggests that judicial status hearings—especially ones that include positive feedback from the judge and that focus on “high-risk” participants—can be effective. A series of random assignment studies found that drug court participants diagnosed as having antisocial personality disorder and/or having previously failed a drug treatment program did significantly better when required to appear biweekly before the drug court judge. On the other hand, “low-risk” participants who did not have these characteristics did either similarly or worse across different drug court sites when monitored biweekly. Implication: Scarce judicial supervision resources are best targeted to “high risk” participants.

Since participants who do attend status hearings often develop a relationship with the judge, some research has found that it can be damaging when one judge replaces another. A study of the Portland drug court reported declining treatment attendance after it switched from a single, dedicated judge to a judicial rotation system involving frequent changes in the presiding judge. Likewise, the study found that participants appearing before a single judge were less likely to be terminated unfavorably from the drug court program than participants appearing before multiple judges in the course of their participation.

Concerning the content of effective status hearings, a Broward County, Florida study found that in general, supportive comments by judges resulted in fewer subsequent positive drug screens, while adverse comments had the opposite effect. And further confirming the importance of positive feedback, interviews with participants in two different drug courts using the same scales both found that participants rated “praise from the judge” and “direct interaction with the judge” as among the most useful drug court components. Similarly, participants offering feedback in two separate focus group studies spanning nine drug court sites consistently underlined the motivating role of praise and approval from the judge. By contrast, the overriding prevalence of negative and stigmatizing judicial feedback was held largely responsible for the negative evaluation results (higher rates of re-offending among participants than the comparison group) in one study of the Las Vegas drug court.

5. Rewards  

Rewards appear effective when they are tangible and applied frequently throughout the drug court participation process; but the literature is limited.

As noted above, several studies cite the importance of positive judicial feedback. Whether more tangible rewards such as tokens, journals, or gift certificates matter is, however, a different question. Classic behavioral modification techniques of course recommend the liberal use of rewards. Yet, only one study tests the impact of rewards in drug courts with a rigorous research design. For this reason, caution is still advised before making strong assumptions about the degree to which rewards make a difference. In the one completed study, Doug Marlowe and his colleagues randomly assigned participants in one drug court to one of three rewards schedules:
Standard rewards: hat or candle after three months of compliance; reduced community service after six months; reduced drug testing after seven; reduced treatment requirements after eight; reduced judicial status hearings after 10; and reduced homework assignments after 11.

Enhanced graduated rewards: gift certificates after each additional month of compliance (i.e., 12 total certificates) that begin at $5 after month one and grow to $60 after month 12.

Enhanced thinning rewards: gift certificates of $30 after months one, two, and three of compliance; $50 after month five; $75 after month nine; and $125 after month 12.

Within one year of the random assignment, the graduation rate and Phase Four completion rate (the drug court used four phases) were significantly higher for participants on the two “enhanced” schedules than for participants on the “standard” schedule. In particular, 55 percent and 60 percent respectively of participants on the two enhanced schedule had at least completed Phase Four by the one-year mark, but only 26 percent of those on the standard schedule had done so.\textsuperscript{46} Implication: Based on this study, rewards are effective, but not in the way they are traditionally implemented in drug courts; instead, participants respond better when the rewards have tangible value, are administered more frequently throughout participation, and are administered in escalating quantities.

6. Sanctions \textit{Drug court sanctions appear effective when applied consistently and fairly; but the literature is limited.}

Following classic behavior modification principles, sanctions and rewards have always been core components of the drug court model. In one study of the Washington, D.C. Judicial Sanctions Program, defendants assigned to receive sanctions in response to noncompliance were less likely to be rearrested than a second group of defendants assigned to receive regular drug testing but without judicial monitoring or sanctions.\textsuperscript{47} But little is known about precisely why or how sanctions work—which specific types of sanctions are most effective, under what circumstances, and how much of a difference they truly make in a drug court setting. It is possible that intermediate sanctions are less important in drug courts than other aspects of judicial supervision, such as probing and positive judicial interactions with participants and the overarching incentive created by the threat of jail or prison for failing (see above). And because some research has shown that negative, stigmatizing in-court interactions can adversely affect subsequent performance, intermediate sanctions must be administered with care. Where similar sanctions are consistently applied in response to similar behaviors, and where the judge clearly articulates the reasons for imposing each sanction, participants may become more likely to respond positively. In general, research shows that where defendants believe justice system authorities have treated them fairly and with respect, they are more likely to comply
with court orders. Implication: Drug courts need to cultivate a sense that their sanctioning process is fair. Developing and consistently implementing a formal graduated sanctions schedule may be helpful in this regard.

7. Team Approach The impact of the team approach has not been rigorously tested, but drug courts appear to function better when a non-adversarial team model is present.

Most drug courts hold regular case conferencing meetings including the judge, attorneys, treatment providers, and other affiliated staff. In these meetings, disparate goals (e.g., of opposing attorneys) are supposed to be put aside to promote the recovery of each participant. While it is difficult to quantify the impact of a team model, a couple studies suggest it may be important. In one involving focus groups with judges from drug courts and other “problem-solving courts” (e.g., domestic violence courts, mental health courts, community courts, etc.), judges repeatedly cited the team approach as among the most critical ingredients for their programs to be effective. Also, a recent process evaluation of the Staten Island, New York drug court found that the strong personal and working relationships established among team members—the judge, prosecutors, and assigned defense counsel especially—enabled the court to successfully address multiple implementation challenges during the planning stages and first year and a half of operations. Still, these studies by no means involved rigorous, carefully designed tests of the team model.

8. Other Drug Court Components There is little or no evidence on the role of case management, drug testing, community outreach, and supplemental services in areas such as employment, housing, or mental health.

Concerning case management in particular, today’s drug courts exhibit considerable diversity of practice. Different drug courts range from employing their own on-site case management team (the most costly option); to collaborating with local departments of probation to perform case management; to eliminating case management services altogether and folding their functions under substance abuse counselors at assigned treatment programs. Yet it is entirely unclear which, if any, of these approaches is more or less effective than any other.

9. Graduation Participants who reach graduation are more likely to attain continued success thereafter.

What role does drug court graduation play in producing long-term rehabilitative outcomes (see middle of fourth column in the figure above)? Can those who fail drug court nonetheless gain from the experience? Several studies suggest they cannot—that graduation is a pivotal milestone and that without it continued progress is unlikely. For example, the New York study found that across six drug courts, there was consistently no additional benefit gained from completing more time in the drug court program only to fail in the end. Among those who failed, more time enrolled in the drug court or attending treatment prior to failure had no impact on future re-
offending rates. *Implication:* Graduation is the key to successful long-term outcomes; drug courts should seek to graduate a meaningful percentage of their participants.

**For Whom Do Drug Courts Work?**

Are some components—or the drug court model overall—more effective with some categories of participants than others? If policy-makers knew who benefits the most, they could adjust their target populations appropriately. By contrast, consider how a drug court’s target population is typically defined now (see first column of the figure above). Local community values and the specific attitudes of powerful stakeholders (e.g., the prosecutor, defense bar, and judiciary) inevitably influence a drug court’s eligibility criteria: e.g., whether it will admit defendants charged with felonies or misdemeanors only; whether drug sales charges are eligible; and what type of prior criminal history is acceptable. The drug court population also reflects the character of the local population (e.g., the racial makeup or income distribution; and the nature of the local drug problem). In addition to these factors, in the ideal, the target population would be defined at least in part based on hard evidence concerning which categories of participants (e.g., based on drug use, treatment, or criminal history, sex, age, race, socioeconomic background, or other factors) are most likely to benefit from the intervention.

1. **Categories of Defendants Most Likely to Perform Better in Drug Court than in Conventional Court**  
   Little is known about which categories of defendants are most likely to benefit from the drug court intervention; but three have emerged as likely candidates: (a) “high risk” offenders, (b) those facing greater legal consequences for failing drug court, and (c) drug offenders (as opposed to offenders arrested for property crimes and other offenses).

   A number of studies indicate that “high risk” offenders are especially likely to benefit from the drug court model. As noted above, biweekly judicial status hearings had a positive impact on drug court participants with previous failed treatment episodes and/or anti-social personality disorders; while biweekly status hearings made no difference or even a negative difference for other categories of participants. Also, a study of the Los Angeles drug court found that while the drug court did not produce significantly different re-arrest rates from the comparison group among “low risk” defendants, it did generate considerably lower re-arrest rates among both “medium” and “high risk” defendants. In this study, high risk defendants had more serious criminal records and weaker community ties.

   Complementing this research is the finding cited above that participants perform better if their offenses were more serious – and hence face more severe legal consequences if they fail. When comparing those processed through the drug court with those processed through conventional methods, it turns out that the drug court makes a greater relative difference in reducing the likelihood of re-offending for those with a prior criminal record. *Implication:* drug courts produce better outcomes if they expand their eligibility criteria to defendants with a prior criminal record, previous failed treatment, and other risk factors; conversely, limiting the drug court opportunity to less serious types of offenders (as many jurisdictions have chosen to
do) will reduce program efficacy. In particular, courts accepting participants over whom they can exercise more legal coercion stand to produce better outcomes.

Finally, a study of one drug court found that it produced a relatively greater reduction in recidivism for defendants entering on drug than on non-drug charges, such as property offenses or prostitution.\textsuperscript{54} In general, drug courts may work better at reducing crime related to drug use and addiction but relatively less well with crime driven by other criminal impulses or motivations. And while many property offenders may be seeking to support an addiction, it is possible that on average, crimes committed by property offenders are less often driven by an addiction and more often by other criminal propensities. Of course, this relationship should be interpreted with caution until additional research replicates the finding.

2. Categories of Defendants Likely to Perform Well in Either Drug Court or Conventional Court

Certain categories of defendants are likely to perform well both in and outside the drug court: those who (a) are older, (b) have no prior criminal record, (c) abuse a primary drug other than heroin and cocaine, (d) have no dual diagnosis, and (e) have higher socioeconomic status.

There are certain categories of defendants who are likely to perform well or poorly whether they are in drug court or not. Those who have a tendency to do poorly are not necessarily inappropriate for drug court; however, they may be candidates for extra monitoring or services. Synthesizing a large number of studies emerging over the past five years, some of the personal characteristics found to increase the probability of success (whether in a drug court or not) include:

- Older age;\textsuperscript{55}
- No prior criminal record;\textsuperscript{56}
- Primary drug is not a “hard drug”—e.g., heroin and cocaine;\textsuperscript{57}
- No dual diagnosis is present (major depression, bipolar disorder, or suicidal ideation);\textsuperscript{58} and
- Higher socioeconomic status (e.g., as measured by educational attainment or employment status).\textsuperscript{59}

Therefore, defendants lacking the above characteristics are more likely than others to require extra attention, although more research is needed to determine exactly what kinds of interventions are most effective.\textsuperscript{59}

Conclusion

The past several years have seen a remarkable convergence of support throughout the research community around the effectiveness of drug courts. Recent opinion pieces by John Goldkamp, Adele Harrell, and Doug Marlowe, three of the most prominent researchers in the field, all conclude that adult drug courts have been proven effective, a conclusion further echoed in an early 2005 report by the Government Accountability Office. Marlowe adds for emphasis, “We know that drug courts outperform virtually all other strategies that have been attempted for drug-involved offenders.”\textsuperscript{60} Alongside this bold endorsement, however, Marlowe
offers an equally important caution, “Some components [of the model] may be indispensable, others may not be worth the cost, and still others may have negative side effects.” Indeed, the future of drug courts may well depend not on producing additional studies demonstrating their effectiveness overall but on increasing our understanding of which components are critical, which are not, and for which categories of participants the intervention works best.

Information concerning the essential ingredients of drug courts becomes all the more important in light of recent efforts by many states to “go to scale,” expanding the reach of drug courts to far greater numbers of defendants. These efforts appear to fall under two possible paths. One involves increasing the number of drug courts as well as attempting to boost the volume of defendants served by each one. Many states, including California, Florida, Louisiana, Missouri, and New York, have already begun proceeding in this manner through statewide coordination and expansion efforts. The second possible path involves applying “problem-solving” practices (i.e., the set of practices common to drug and other specialized courts) outside the specialized court setting—throughout conventional courts. While this second path has not been undertaken systematically by any state, interest in this area is growing.

Both paths of expansion stem in no small part from the documented success of adult drug courts. Yet, it is unclear whether broader institutionalization can produce equally positive results. It is possible that a drug court approach will not work as well if institutionalized throughout greater numbers of courtrooms, targeting a wider range of defendants, and requiring the collaboration of far more judges, attorneys, and other stakeholders who may not all possess the dedication or skill of the movement’s pioneers. This paper has sought to inform the future of the drug court movement by summarizing what we know so far about successful drug court implementation. While the research cannot give policymakers a blueprint for how to go to scale with drug court, it does offer a number of helpful lessons that will hopefully spark new thinking about how to ensure that courts are making a difference in the lives of addicted offenders.
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